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SUBJECT

CATIDE/DIZTAG/WRANDOM/AQUATIC - TDY of C. 	 :1
ACTION REQUIRED REFERENCES

REFERENCE:	 -, dated 10 March 1965	 1-10;-:-

1.	 On 19 March, it	 -.	 traveled to Copenhagen
to surreptitiously monitor the C.ATIDE/c	 -3 operation directed
against the Josef LENSICY/"GEIGE" meeting which was expected to
take place in the dining rows of the Skovriderkroen Hotel at 12:00
noon on 20 March 1965. 	 .

2.	 Through pro-arranged planning, C	 -3 was able to registe
under alias, in the room situated directly above the dining room
where the meeting we to be held.

3.	 Prior to the actual manning of the LP, E. 	 requested
that a member of the Station, who vas fully conversant in the
Garman language be assigned to the LP during the monitoring. 	 As
a result of this request, c	 .D es wife was assigned the task-

,.-„...	 4. "On the day of the meeting, isceitothIg anus at 11:40 hours -
During the course of the mositerimig the entire basttAdAtth of the
5112-4•,:ritceiver was covered no loss than a aisimmwm of five (5) times.
Particular emphasis was directed to those frequencies that are
covered by the SET-gi transmitter, i.e., 130-140,3tegacycles. 	 Every
signal received, 1.e., taxi, aircraft, 	 '-'1itattd.ihredish radioDag%
trsassissioss were all .pollir imleatifiliik. .	 . t	 '3 t's wife.
At no time was any siglai'reiieived that ' Ammo -	 --altt.tiis room atatte
or monversatiom. A tape recording was madAtimad passed to
after monitoring vas disco:41/0nd at MO *tours.
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CONTINUATION OF
DISPATCH

CLASSIFICATION

FORM

10 57 53a
(401

USE PREVIOUS E0iTION,
REPLACES FORMS
51 .23. 51 .20A AND 51.29
WHICH ARE OBSOLETE.

8. It should be noted *bat **LP wow sit00444$0 . point
which Ints os MVO then argariporlastabr tarty (44) Soot Ares 44ke
farthest table in the &balm roams below the liP taief $1$100,1114 obit
The star drawn ea the sketch isdleates the posit et Ow l&
receiver on the floor above.
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